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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
This document has been obtained from DAFWA’s research library website
(researchlibrary.agric.wa.gov.au) which hosts DAFWA’s archival research publications. Although
reasonable care was taken to make the information in the document accurate at the time it was first
published, DAFWA does not make any representations or warranties about its accuracy, reliability,
currency, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose. It may be out of date, inaccurate or
misleading or conflict with current laws, polices or practices. DAFWA has not reviewed or revised the
information before making the document available from its research library website. Before using the
information, you should carefully evaluate its accuracy, currency, completeness and relevance for your
purposes. We recommend you also search for more recent information on DAFWA’s research library
website, DAFWA’s main website (https://www.agric.wa.gov.au) and other appropriate websites and
sources.
Information in, or referred to in, documents on DAFWA’s research library website is not tailored to the
circumstances of individual farms, people or businesses, and does not constitute legal, business,
scientific, agricultural or farm management advice. We recommend before making any significant
decisions, you obtain advice from appropriate professionals who have taken into account your individual
circumstances and objectives.
The Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Agriculture and Food and the State of Western
Australia and their employees and agents (collectively and individually referred to below as DAFWA)
accept no liability whatsoever, by reason of negligence or otherwise, arising from any use or release of
information in, or referred to in, this document, or any error, inaccuracy or omission in the information.
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